
CASE STUDY
DEVICE-INTEGRATED FIRE PROTECTION IN DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY

E-BULB ENABLES DIGITAL SOLUTIONS DESPITE LISTED BUILDING REGULATIONS

Always up to date and always connected, the housing cooperative Wohnungsgenossenschaft Munich-
West eG recognized the advantages of digital information systems early on and brought in gekartel AG, 
a specialist for innovative digital signage solutions.

With the digital noticeboard, gekartel AG has developed a modern medium for interaction and com-
munication in apartment buildings. A touchscreen replaces the outdated paper notices on the bulletin 
boards providing real-time information about the latest news, or the next hallway cleaning. Residents 
can send digital content to the housing cooperative, which publishes the notifications from the head-
quarters to individual house entrances, selected addresses, or the entire estate.

Despite these benefits, the installation was often halted due to the strict fire protection regulations for 
listed buildings, because the wood-panelled hallways, as escape and rescue routes, count as sensitive 
areas in which even the smallest electrical fire could quickly spread to a large-scale fire. This would 
jeopardize the safety goal of safely rescuing the residents.

Simply. More. Safety.



Thanks to device-integrated  
fire protection, we are now able 
to install the digital noticeboard 
in all escape and rescue routes.
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Before the conversion a wooden 
sign hung in the hallway

PROJECT SUMMARY:

Country: Germany 
Segment: Media Technology
Integrator: gekartel AG
Customer: Wohnungsgenossenschaft  
 München-West eG
Solution: E-Bulb 7x40 

Thomas Schimmel, Board Member  
Wohnungsgenossenschaft München-West eG

E-Bulb. Small. Flexible. Effective

For any questions about possible appli- 
cations or technical details about the  
smallest fire extinguisher in the world, the 
E-Bulb, please feel free to contact Markus 
Fiebig, Senior Product Manager E-Bulb   
(markus.fiebig@job-group.com).

To overcome this challenge gekartel installed in the elec- 
tronics the E-Bulb, the smallest fire extinguisher in the 
world, a device-integrated extinguishing system that detects 
and fights incipient fires before they can spread. This means 
that a fire inside the device cannot cause any damage out-
side, and the fire department of the Munich fire brigade was 
the final authority to grant permission for the installation.

„Thanks to device-integrated fire protection, it is now possi-
ble for us to install the digital noticeboard in all escape and 
rescue routes,” says Thomas Schimmel, board member of 
the Munich-West eG housing association. It will be part of 
the standard equipment in the housing portfolio in the future.

Device-integrated fire protection overcomes hurdles that 
have previously prevented a switch to digital solutions, ope-
ning the doors to digitization.
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